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WEOWNOMY PLATFORM 
CORPORATION 

(File Number 5798447) 
 https://weownomy.global 

 

 
256 Chapman Road STE 105-4, Delaware United State of America 

 

29th July 2021 

The Weownomy Revolution is Finally Here.  

Dear Weownomy Co-Owners, We have been waiting for the 

right time to tell you about this amazing opportunity. You are 

reading it now and I am so excited to share with you that your 

patience has paid off!  

The wait is over, because I am happy to share with you very 

important good news, which is going to change your personal 

income lives and that truly is the mission of Weownomy a user 

owned platform that pays you for using it.  

 

https://weownomy.global/
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Weownomy to issue co-owners BITCOIN ABC to 

Build eCash.  

The cryptocurrency market is worth over $700 billion and it's 

projected to reach a trillion dollars by 2022. This explosive 

growth in the industry has made Bitcoin ABC an essential piece 

of infrastructure for eCash transactions, Weownomy has 

decided to issue co-owners this crypto currency for the contract 

swap transaction to be executed on WISEBITCOIN.  

BITCOIN ABC will provide a solid, stable software and 

infrastructure for ecash transactions around the world while 

leading protocol development to build global electronic cash. 

Weownomy’s participation in the Bitcoin ABC trading volume 

will create a high demand and competition for it. This will 

increase the trading volume with a confirmed amount to be 

announced in a press release and because of this; BITCOIN 

ABC and ecash coin price will increase respectively to $34.58+ 

for BITCOIN ABC and $1 for ecash coin. Weownomy will start 

to give Bitcoin ABC and ecash to Weownomers before the price 

increase. 

The amount of Bitcoin ABC one can get depends on how much 

they invest in Weownomy, with Class C shareholders with 

R1000 getting 192, Class C shareholders with R2000 getting 292, 

and Class C shareholders with R3000 getting 392. For every 

R10000 invested you will receive 2000 BITCOIN ABC (BCHA), 

for every R20000 you will receive 4000 BITCOIN ABC (BCHA). 
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BITCOIN ABC Wallet is Required for Swap Contract 

Weownomy is excited to be able to offer you the opportunity to 

participate in this exciting swap contract on 18th August 2021. 

In order for Weownomy to send your respective BITCOIN ABC 

and ECASH https://e.cash/, you will need a WISEBITCOIN 

account and have an appropriate BITCOIN ABC Wallet 

https://www.bitcoinabc.org/bcha/. We will demonstrate a 

great deal more during our Zoom meeting this Saturday. 

In the meantime you can easily hit 

https://cashtabapp.com/#/wallet to get your own BITCOIN 

ABC and ecash coin wallets, which we will use to get your 

respective BITCOIN ABC and ecash. 

Weownomy Content Creators 

I am very happy finally to announce to you all the content 

creators you will now officially be paid with BITCOIN ABC 

and ecash coin onto your bitcoin wallet for your content work 

that you have done so far. Weownomy will issue you 

differential BITCOIN ABC and ecash for your work. Your 

contracts work order will have specific amounts that will be set 

up on a monthly arrangement with a minimum start of 200 

BITCOIN ABC to 20,000 BITCOIN ABC and ecash depending 

on the clicking statistics and popularity of work. 

Just take for example 200 BITCOIN ABC to 20,000 BITCOIN 

ABC to determine how much you can earn per month and just 

as we I explained to you all we will have a unique Weownomy 

ad revenue calculator to confirm your payment. 

https://e.cash/
https://www.bitcoinabc.org/bcha/
https://cashtabapp.com/#/wallet
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Your work will now be hosted on https://www.mavrck.co/ to 

make sure we have high professional content to be included for 

the monthly payments of between 200 BITCOIN ABC to 20,000 

BITCOIN ABC.  

In short Weownomy content creators will earn between $5600 

to monthly maximum $56,000, before price increase, and after 

with price increase you could earn between $11200 to $112,000 

per month. 

For the networkers they will have a range of $60,000 to $124,000 

in BITCOIN ABC and ecash in a month. 

For the users or co-owners who will attend the listenership 

programs on Mzanzi Radio and Mzanzi Television they will be 

paid between 200 to 1000 BITCOIN ABC and ecash monthly. 

WISEBITCOIN AND EQUIBANK 

With most of you already registered on WISEBITCOIN, 

WEOWNOMY would like you to follow up as the next step to 

open personal bank account with https://eqibank.com/apply-

now/, the world first digital bank account that accepts 

cryptocurrency for your easier withdrawal of funds. 

WEOWNOMY Digital bank will later use  

https://baas.eqibank.com/ to link up all co-owners accounts 

under Weownomy digital bank. 

With accordance with the abovementioned the official 

Weownomy ad revenue sharing agreements will be for 1] 

content creators, 2] Weownomy social media virtual agencies, 

3] users who will attend Mzanzi radio and digital television 

https://www.mavrck.co/
https://eqibank.com/apply-now/
https://eqibank.com/apply-now/
https://baas.eqibank.com/
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listenership and viewership program in partnership with 

Weownomy ad revenue exchange. 

With every good wish,  

I am Sincerely yours;  

Ssemakula Peter Luyima  

President and CEO  

On behalf of Weownomy Platform Corporation  

https://www.weownomy.global  
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